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YOU CAN HELP ACCELERATE METASTATIC
BREAST CANCER RESEARCH AND NOW GET
POTENTIAL MATCHES WITH CLINICAL TRIALS
We know that the estimated 155,000 women and men living with metastatic breast cancer
in the U.S. are eager to be more active and engaged partners in research to help drive new
discoveries. One of the most meaningful actions you can take is to share your MBC disease
history, experiences, and quality of life information with researchers.
The MBC Alliance created MBC Connect to provide this opportunity to the patient
community.

WHAT IS MBC CONNECT?
MBC Connect is an interactive, web and mobile-friendly patient experience registry, where you
can share your MBC disease history, experiences, and quality of life information. And soon — after
you enter your demographic information and disease history into the app — you’ll get potential
matches with clinical trials. To ensure safety and security, your information is encrypted, and any
personally identifiable data is removed before it is released or shared.
Available in English and Spanish in the U.S.

WHY JOIN MBC CONNECT?

BE PART
OF A MOVEMENT

RECEIVE CUSTOM-TAILORED
INSIGHTS

DESIGNED BY PATIENTS,
FOR PATIENTS

You have the power
— in the palm of your hand —
to contribute valuable information
to advance MBC research

Based on information you enter,
we’ll send you potential clinical trial
matches, personalized insights, and
alerts with MBC news and events

Surveys are brief and
easy-to-use, and you can
complete them at your own pace

SHARE YOUR
MBC EXPERIENCE

UPDATE ANYWHERE,
ANY TIME, ON ANY DEVICE

EXPLORE THE DATABASE

Keep a record of your own MBC
story and share it easily with your
family or health care team —
printed out or on your device

www.mbcalliance.org

You can access and explore
the MBC Connect database to
understand patterns and trends

You or your caregiver can update
your information at any time,
and those updates will sync
across all devices

Let us know you’re connected at
#MBCconnect
Questions? Email info@mbcconnect.org
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